Introduction
In this paper, we continue our study of higher K-theory of orders and group rings of nite groups over integers in number elds.
In earlier papers, 7], 10], 11], 12], the author had proved that if R is the ring of integers in a number eld F, and any R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra , then K n ( ), G n ( ) are nitely generated Abelian groups for all n 1.
We now obtain information about the ranks of these groups and show precisely that if ? is a maximal order containing , then rank K n ( ) = rankG n ( ) = rankK n (?) = rankK n ( ) for all n 2. It then follows that if = ZZG, then rank K n (ZZG) = rankG n (ZZG) = rankK n (?) = rank K n (QG).
Notation For any ring A, we write K n (A) for the Quillen K-groups n+1 (BQP (A)) = n (BGL(A) + ) where P(A) is the category of nitely generated projective A-modules. If A is Noetherian, we write G n (A) for n+1 (BQM(A)) where M(A) is the category of nitely generated A-modules. If R is the ring of integers in a number eld F, and is an R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra , we write SK n ( ) = Ker(K n ( ) ! K n ( )), SK n (^ p ) = Ker(K n (^ p ) ! K n (^ p )) where^ p =R p p ^ p =F p F are the completions of and respectively at a prime ideal p of R.
In 7]
, 10], 11], 12] it was proved that if R is the ring of integers in a number eld F, any R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra , then for all n 1, K n ( ), G n ( ) are nitely generated Abelian groups. Our main result on the ranks of these groups is the following. Theorem 1.2 Let R be the ring of integers in a number eld F, any R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra , ? a maximal R-order containing . Then for all n 2 rank K n ( ) = rankK n (?) = rankG n ( ) = rank K n ( ).
The proof of 1.2 will be in several steps 1. Since ker and coker are torsion, it follows that K n ( ) ! K n (?) is an isomorphism mod torsion for all n 1.
Proof of 1.5 Let n : K n ( ) ! K n (?) denote the map. By 1.6, ker n is torsion. Also for all n 1, K n ( ) is nitely generated see 11] 2.1. Hence Ker n is nitely generated as a subgroup of K n ( ). Now, by 1.6, coker n is torsion. Also K n (?) is nitely generated and K n ( ) is nitely generated. Hence coker r is nitely generated, and so, coker n is nite. So rank K n (?) = rankK n ( ). As a fall out from the above, we now have the following result which also proves that SK n ( ) is nite for any R-order . Theorem 1.6 Let R be the ring of integers in a number eld F, any R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra . Then the canonical map K n ( ) ! K n ( ) has nite kernel and torsion cokernel.
Proof from the commutative diagram
we have an exact sequence 0 ! ker ! SK n ( ) ! SK n (?) ! K n (?)
Now, by 1.5 ker is nite and by 8], SK n (?) = SG n (?) is nite for all n 1. Hence from the exact sequence (I) above, SK n ( ) is nite.
Also, by 1.5, if n = n = 2k k > 0 It then means that if is a direct product of matrix algebras over elds and ? is a maximal order in , then rank K n (?) = rank K n ( ) is completely determined since = M n i (F i ) and ? = Q M n i (R i ) where R i is the ring of integers in F i . Also, by 1.2, this is equal to rank G n ( ) as well as rank K n ( ) if is any R-order contained in ?.
However, if does not split, there exists a Galois extension E of F which splits , in which case we can reduce the problem to that of computation of ranks of K n of elds. 
